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1 Introduction

Thank you for your interest in the most advanced optimization service for retailers. This document provides you
with initial information on data transport and data definitions.

More specifically, we provide the 2 Input Data Specification (description of the data we consume) and 3 Output
Data Specification (description of the data we produce).

2 Input Data Specification

Our input data comprises the following tables:

Tables Description

Transactions Historical product sales

Price Periods Historical prices of products

Product Attributes Product information for each product

Stock Historical stock information

Traffic Historical customer activity & marketing cost on website

Competitor Prices Historical competitor prices

Elements denoted with green are required tables or fields and those denoted with gray are optional .

The following table lists which input APIs we support:

No. Source Tables Format Target

1 BigQuery All BigQuery table Client owned BigQuery project

2 Snowflake All Snowflake table Client owned Snowflake project

3 Google Analytics Traffic Google API query 7Learnings owned Google Cloud/AWS bucket

4 Amazon Ads Traffic Amazon Ads query 7Learnings owned Google Cloud/AWS bucket

5 Amazon Transactions Amazon API query 7Learnings owned Google Cloud/AWS bucket

6 Other BI system All CSV/parquet files 7Learnings owned Google Cloud/AWS bucket

7 Other BI system All CSV/parquet files Client owned SFTP server

8 Other BI system All CSV/parquet files Client owned HTTPS server
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2.1 Transactions

Table of historical sales. It should ideally have two to three years of history.

Column Possible Data Types Description

market text Country where the product was sold using ISO 3166
format (e.g. DE for Germany)

channel text Sales domain where the product was sold (e.g. ama-
zon.de for Amazon sales channel)

product_id text, integer Unique identifier of the product or SKU

time time stamp Date and time of transaction, UTC timezone (e.g.
2020-06-06 22:54:51+00:00)

order_id text, integer Unique identifier for the order to which the product
belongs

sales_before_returns integer Amount of items that were purchased of a product
(e.g. 4 if 4 items were purchased)

revenue decimal, integer Sum of net product revenue in main currency without
the shipping revenue the customer paid

profit decimal, integer Sum of net profit in main currency

conv_fkt_to_main_currency decimal, integer Factor the foreign currency has to be multiplied with
in order to get to values in the main currency (e.g. 1.2
to get from GBP to EUR)

tax_rate decimal, integer Rate of sales tax (e.g. 0.19)

basket_position integer, decimal Rank that SKU has in the basket

returns integer, decimal Number of items of SKU that were returned

voucher_spending decimal, integer Sum of net voucher spending after returns in main
currency (e.g. 5 EUR voucher for newsletter)

red_price_discount_spending decimal, integer Sum of additional discount spending in main currency
on top of vouchers and discounts (e.g. 4 EUR cus-
tomer specific rebate)

outbound_cost decimal, integer Cost of sending the product from the warehouse to the
customer minus any shipping revenue payed by the
customer. Outbound cost can include logistic cost,
shipment cost, call center cost and payment cost

inbound_cost decimal, integer Sum of net logistic & discard cost linked to handling
returns

commission_cost decimal, integer Sum of net commission cost paid for selling these arti-
cles on a third party platform (e.g. Zalando, or Ama-
zon) in main currency

marketing_cost decimal, integer Sum of net marketing cost after returns (SEA, Price
comparison commissions, other advertising)

other_cost decimal, integer Sum of other cost you would like to include into your
profit KPI in main currency

purchase_cost decimal, integer Sum of net cost (after tax) the products were bought
for including shipping cost to the warehouse (e.g.
landed cost)

Tables denoted with green are required tables and those denoted with gray are optional .
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2.2 Price Periods

Table of historical prices of products. Ok if the history starts on the project start date.

Column Possible Data Types Description

market text Country where the product was sold using ISO 3166
format (e.g. DE for Germany)

channel text Sales domain where the product was sold (e.g. ama-
zon.de for Amazon sales channel)

product_id text, integer Unique identifier of the product or SKU

active_since date Date from which the period was active, ideally, it
comes in an ISO 8601 format (e.g. 2022-04-24)

gross_red_price decimal, integer Gross price for the product before vouchers and after
discounts in local currency (you can use the net price
for non-VAT countries)

gross_black_price decimal, integer Gross price for the product before vouchers and dis-
counts in local market currency including sales taxes

gross_recom_price decimal, integer Recommended Retail Price (RRP) provided by the
supplier of the product in local market currency in-
cluding sales taxes

is_active truth value Information if the product is online in the webshop
and can be bought by the end customer

Tables denoted with green are required tables and those denoted with gray are optional .
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2.3 Product Attributes

Table of product information for each product ID. It contains descriptions and properties of the products.

Column Possible Data Types Description

product_id text, integer Unique identifier of the product or SKU

product_group_id text, integer Marks products belonging together (e.g. across sizes)
- can be used for prices to move in the same direction

purchase_price decimal, integer Average net price (after tax) the product costs includ-
ing shipping cost to the warehouse (e.g. landed cost)

name text Name of the product

brand text, integer Name of the brand of the product

is_own_brand truth value True if retailer owns the brand

product_category_1 text Product category the products fits in (ideally less than
20 distinct category values)

product_category_2 text Product category the products fits in (Ideally less than
20 distinct category values)

product_category_3 text Product category the products fits in (Ideally less than
20 distinct category values)

product_url text URL where the product can be found

color text Main color of the product

size
decimal, integer,
text

Size of the product

producer text, integer Manufacturer of the product

season text Main sales period of the product (e.g. summer 1984)

start_liquidation_date date Date from which the Sell Through Rate of the product
is calculated (e.g. Season Start Date)

end_liquidation_date date Date until which the product should reach the Target
Sell Through Rate (e.g. Season End Date)

sell_through_rate_target decimal Share of Stock that should be sold out at Liquidation
End Date

customer_specific_kpi
text, integer, deci-
mal

Any other KPI you consider relevant for pricing

Tables denoted with green are required tables and those denoted with gray are optional .
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2.4 Stock

Table of stock and availability information. Ok if the history starts on the project start date.

Column Possible Data Types Description

product_id text, integer Unique identifier of the product or SKU

active_since date Date from which the period was active, ideally, it
comes in an ISO 8601 format (e.g. 2022-04-24)

stock_start_of_day integer Number of items available for sale in the beginning of
the day

market text Country where the product was sold using ISO 3166
format (e.g. DE for Germany)

channel text Sales domain where the product was sold (e.g. ama-
zon.de for Amazon sales channel)

stock_type text Type of stock e.g. available in warehouse, order con-
firmed, ordered

Tables denoted with green are required tables and those denoted with gray are optional .

2.5 Traffic

Table of marketing information for the traffic/clicks per product (one entry for each marketing period).

Column Possible Data Types Description

market text Country where the product was sold using ISO 3166
format (e.g. DE for Germany)

channel text Sales domain where the product was sold (e.g. ama-
zon.de for Amazon sales channel)

product_id text, integer Unique identifier of the product or SKU

active_since date Date from which the period was active, ideally, it
comes in an ISO 8601 format (e.g. 2022-04-24)

clicks decimal, integer Number of visitors per product (can be decimals if
several products are sharing traffic as they are sold on
the same website page)

marketing_cost decimal, integer Sum of net marketing cost after returns (SEA, Price
comparison commissions, other advertising)

marketing_option_float decimal Marketing steering that led to the clicks/traffic in the
period

marketing_option_explanation text Description of the marketing steering strategy

Tables denoted with green are required tables and those denoted with gray are optional .
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2.6 Competitor Prices

Table historical competitor prices. Ok if the history starts on the project start date.

Column Possible Data Types Description

market text Country where the product was sold using ISO 3166
format (e.g. DE for Germany)

channel text Sales domain where the product was sold (e.g. ama-
zon.de for Amazon sales channel)

product_id text, integer Unique identifier of the product or SKU

active_since date, time stamp Date from which the period was active, ideally, it
comes in an ISO 8601 format (e.g. 2022-04-24)

comp_red_price_competitor_1 decimal, integer Gross red price (after discount) by date and competi-
tor in local currency excluding shipping

comp_red_price_competitor_2 decimal, integer Gross red price (after discount) by date and competi-
tor in local currency excluding shipping

comp_red_price_competitor_3 decimal, integer Gross red price (after discount) by date and competi-
tor in local currency excluding shipping

Tables denoted with green are required tables and those denoted with gray are optional .
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3 Output Data Specification

For delivering optimized prices and marketing decisions, we can connect to the following APIs and provide the data
in the following formats:

3.1 Data APIs

Optimizations and predictions can be shared in multiple ways.

No. Source Tables Format Target

1 7Learnings Price/Marketing Changes BigQuery table BigQuery project

2 7Learnings Price/Marketing Changes Snowflake table Snowflake project

3 7Learnings Price/Marketing Changes CSV file User computer

6 7Learnings Price/Marketing Changes CSV/parquet files Google Cloud/AWS bucket

7 7Learnings Price/Marketing Changes CSV/parquet files SFTP server

8 7Learnings Price/Marketing Changes CSV/parquet files HTTPS server

9 7Learnings Price/Marketing Changes API Call Commercetools

10 7Learnings Price/Marketing Changes API Call Custom API

We output price/marketing changes as well as customized tables. The following tables show how this output data
looks like:
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3.2 Price Changes

Table of optimized prices changes by market, channel, and product ID. We can fully customize this table to the
need of the retailer.

Column Possible Data Types Description

market text Country where the product was sold using ISO 3166
format (e.g. DE for Germany)

channel text Sales domain where the product was sold (e.g. ama-
zon.de for Amazon sales channel)

product_id text, integer Unique identifier of the product or SKU

opt_gross_red_price decimal, integer Optimal Gross Price in local currency for the given
rules and targets
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3.3 Marketing Changes

Table of optimized marketing changes by market, channel, and product ID. We can fully customize this table to
the need of the retailer.

Column Possible Data Types Description

market text Country where the product was sold using ISO 3166
format (e.g. DE for Germany)

channel text Sales domain where the product was sold (e.g. ama-
zon.de for Amazon sales channel)

product_id text, integer Unique identifier of the product or SKU

opt_marketing_option
decimal, integer,
text

The recommended marketing steering to be used
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